Vaccination Policy
Ethical perspectives on a future vaccination program against COVID-19 in Germany

Summary
This Policy Brief discusses several prominent ethical challenges of the administration of a COVID-19 vaccine that is expected to be available in the future – yet, will be scarce at first and its distribution will be introduced only stepwise. The Policy Brief reflects on pertinent ethical principles (Population Health Maximization, Justice, Autonomy, Harm Principle, Public Trust, Solidarity & Reciprocity), and provides ethical guidance on prioritization and distribution of vaccines by formulating a set of recommendations for the German context.

The Policy Brief aims at health policy advisors, public health institutions and health policy makers on different levels of governance within Germany.

Context
Currently, research institutes and pharmaceutical companies in different countries are researching and developing vaccines against COVID-19. First clinical trials on safety and effectiveness are taking place (WHO 2020). Most estimates do not expect a safe and effective vaccine before 2021, with some assuming the entire process might take many years. The availability of the vaccine will significantly change current public health policies and allow easing restrictive interventions regarding COVID-19. Ideally, the vaccine could be administered widely to quickly reach herd immunity.¹ However, during an initial, critical transition period of indeterminate duration vaccination doses will likely be scarce. The time before the vaccine becomes available should be used for ethical and public reflection on the distribution and prioritization of the (initially scarce) vaccine. Accordingly, the German Federal Minister of Health asked the German Standing Committee of Vaccination on April 17th 2020 to develop a risk-oriented vaccination strategy (BMG 2020).

¹ So-called “herd immunity” or “herd protection” is achieved once such a large part of the population is immune so that the virus does not spread anymore. Then, also people are better protected who cannot be vaccinated for medical reasons. N.B.: Here we refer to achieving herd immunity through vaccination; not, as was also discussed in the context of COVID-19, through (potential) immunity after recovering from the disease. In case the virus mutates, new vaccines are needed again to achieve herd immunity.
Goal of this Policy Brief

This Policy Brief (PB) reflects on priority setting and distribution of initially scarce COVID-19 vaccines from an ethical perspective. The focus of this PB is only the German context (for wider perspectives see e.g. the statement from this working group: Venkatapuram et al. 2020).

Method

This PB identifies ethical principles and discusses their normative scope within this context (cf. also Ontario Health 2020). Ultimately, some recommendations are proposed for the prioritization and distribution of vaccinations during the transition period.

Ethical Principles and Reflection

The field of Public Health Ethics discusses different normative principles to guide good and right public health actions (Heilinger et al. 2020). The principles mentioned below play a key role in the literature on pandemic ethics and the distribution of scarce resources. They are considered to be of particular pertinence to the current situation. Interpretations of these prima facie principles are offered for the particular context of a COVID-19 vaccination program in Germany under conditions of scarcity. The principles are presented in no hierarchical order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Principle</th>
<th>Interpretation for this context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Health</td>
<td>COVID-19 morbidity and mortality should be as low as possible. Epidemiological guidance on how to minimize overall morbidity and mortality through prioritizations in vaccination policy shall inform decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Justice as fairness in the distribution of resources and opportunities reducing health inequalities, secures that everyone receives his or her due, according to health needs, and that no one is discriminated against due to personal characteristics such as gender, socio-economic status or age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>People have the right to make their own informed decisions, also in relation to voluntary vaccination programs, and are free to act according to their norms, wishes and beliefs. Out of respect for autonomy, mandatory vaccinations should be prevented whenever possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Harm Principle

Self-determination is acceptable as long as one does not harm others. Thus, given the potential impact immunization status can have on others, vaccination can also help to avoid harm to others.

Public Trust

Public institutions informing about, regulating and practicing vaccine distribution should be trustworthy, and decide and act according to shared moral and democratic values that are made transparent.

Solidarity & Reciprocity

Vaccine distribution should acknowledge our socio-economic interdependence at different levels (solidarity). Priority should be given to those who face a disproportionate burden in protecting the public good (reciprocity).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harm Principle</th>
<th>Self-determination is acceptable as long as one does not harm others. Thus, given the potential impact immunization status can have on others, vaccination can also help to avoid harm to others.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Trust</td>
<td>Public institutions informing about, regulating and practicing vaccine distribution should be trustworthy, and decide and act according to shared moral and democratic values that are made transparent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidarity &amp; Reciprocity</td>
<td>Vaccine distribution should acknowledge our socio-economic interdependence at different levels (solidarity). Priority should be given to those who face a disproportionate burden in protecting the public good (reciprocity).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of relevant ethical principles

Recommendations

Consideration of these key principles for administering an expected vaccine can guide policy through the following recommendations:

- **Public, participatory and transparent clear communication with the public** is needed to secure, potentially even increase, public trust and justified acceptance of the vaccination strategy. It should include information and engagement about the current state of knowledge about the vaccine itself and about the political decision-making processes, including their underlying ethical arguments. Communicating these aspects transparently will help to discourage anti-vaxx campaigns (Deutsches Netzwerk Evidenzbasierte Medizin e.V. 2016) and support efforts to counter conspiracy theories about the vaccine and vaccination policy (Schaefer et al. 2020). Public health authorities (incl. Robert-Koch-Institut and Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, regional and local public health institutions) bear responsibility for clear communication with the public about
  - the effectiveness and safety of the vaccine, including information on potential risks and side-effects, or the expected, potentially limited effectiveness;
  - the prioritization strategy of the vaccination program;
  - the opportunities to challenge and revise the strategy and decisions;
  - all stakeholders involved in the process of developing and distributing vaccines, including those with financial interests;
  - potential risks and side effects of the vaccine, that should be closely monitored and registered (analogous to other types of vaccinations, compensatory justice demands that in case of side effects or injury from vaccination, financial and other support should be offered).

- Decisions about **prioritization of vaccination** must be based on
  a) equal moral worth of every human being,
  b) best available knowledge to maximize population health by preventing COVID-19 as well as prevention of discrimination and,
c) democratic legitimation.

- **Concretely, priority shall be given to health care workers and key workers in other essential jobs** (from police, public administration, fire brigade, public transportation, public services to supermarket personnel). The three justifications of prioritizing key workers’ groups are:
  a) to protect these population groups because they have a higher risk of infection,
  b) to protect others from infections by these population groups,
  c) to maintain the functioning of society.

- **Specifications for prioritization:** Key workers in essential jobs should be prioritized so that they can continue acting most effectively and thus contribute to overall population health.
  - Workers with specialist knowledge who cannot be replaced have, again, a higher priority within this group (Office fédéral de la santé publique, 2018).
  - Health care workers and other workers who come in contact with (medically) vulnerable groups and who refuse to be vaccinated should not be allowed to continue their work. This could also include informal caregivers.
  - Population health maximization requires considering a geographical dimension, as well. Key workers in regions a) with high incidence and prevalence rates, b) high day-to-day contacts (especially with high-risk groups) and c) high geographical mobility should be prioritized.

- **Another priority group are vulnerable people** incl. high-risk groups. These are:
  - People at higher risk of falling ill or dying from COVID-19. They should be prioritized in order to increase health for all. Among them are older adults and people with chronic illnesses.
  - Socio-economically vulnerable groups. These populations might have special needs, but less opportunity to voice them, and – due to structural disadvantages – limited opportunities and difficulties of accessing goods without additional interventions. Prioritization is needed to secure their fair chance of receiving a fair share of care.

- The distribution of the remaining available doses should be decided in a fair way, securing equal opportunities for everyone. A lottery would theoretically be better equipped to secure fairness than leaving distribution up to the forces of free markets (which would lead to a spike in prices) or a “first come first serve” principle (which would favor the already hospitalized irrespective of their health status, the better informed, often the socio-economically better off members of society). Yet, to employ a lottery or other ways of chance is practically challenging.

- **Some people might oppose being vaccinated** (for different reasons such as distrust in government, disbelief in medical effectiveness or fear of side effects).
  - While a (tiny) minority of persons not being immune does not overall endanger herd immunity against COVID-19, it is ethically difficult to deal with free-riders benefitting from herd immunity, but reluctant to get vaccinated themselves. While the German Infection Protection Act (IfSG) would allow for mandatory vaccination (IfSG § 20(6)), compulsion should only be considered a last resort measure, if no alternative measure to contain the virus is available or proportionate.
  - Considerations to make vaccination mandatory, if undertaken at all, have to take into account that compulsion might increase distrust and non-compliance in (other) public health measures (Betsch /Böhm 2016; Betsch et al. 2019).
• The SARS-CoV-2-vaccination shall be embedded into a comprehensive vaccination strategy and policy, including targeted seasonal influenza and pneumococcus vaccinations (especially for the older adults), to protect vulnerable populations and decrease the burden of diseases that need ICU treatment overall. It is possible that the elderly are less well protected after immunization – they might show lower immune response. Thus, younger people, including children (although at lower risk), should be immunized to achieve herd immunity and also protect their contacts and carers (e.g. grandparents, teachers).

**Implementation**

Once a safe and effective vaccine is available, it will probably be jointly procured with other EU countries, the German Bund and Länder. (NB: This domestic focus of the present document must not lead to neglecting global coordination (cf. Venkatapuram et. al. 2020)). In the German multi-level health governance system, the states (“Länder”) are responsible for the distribution of the vaccine. They, again, have to coordinate – first, in some Länder, with the sub-regional level (Regierungsbezirke) and, second, with the local level (Public Health Services [Gesundheitsämter], local GP practices).

Pandemic planning in Germany outlines the mechanisms how to reach priority groups. High-risk groups for example can be reached through the established health care pathways. Workers in essential jobs and services can receive vaccination through their occupational physicians (cf. RKI 2017, Baden Württemberg 2020). After having secured access to the vaccination to these groups, Länder do have the discretion to further prioritize before approaching the general public (Baden Württemberg 2020).

The recommendations formulated above shall support the concrete decision making on all levels – from STIKO to local public health service – to make justified and ethically informed decisions. Vaccination policies and their implementations shall be subject of ongoing ethical evaluation and other accompanying research, as well.
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